
How this can be achieved

Can copy technique for overhead clears

Can copy technique for short serves

Can copy technique for overhead clears
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Can play the shot consistently

Can play the shot in pressure situations

Can apply the shot consistently in games
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 selects the correct shot for correct moment

Can create opportunities to play winning shots

implement 

successful attacking strategies
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Create control during passages of play

Impact Impact

Impact

1. Observe carefully, 
think about the players 
actions, choices and 
decision making

2. In the gold stars 
write down two things 
that are positives 
about the observed 
performance

3. For each positive 
explain the positive 
effect that it has on 
performance 

4. In the Gold star 
write down one thing 
that could improve 
performance

5. Write down how they 
could achieve this

6. Write down what the 
impact would be of 
mastering your 
suggestion

1. When being observed 
try to demonstrate a 
wide range of skills 
and tactics to give 
opportunity for 
valuable feedback

2. Read carefully the 
positive comments and 
the impact these have 
on performance

3. Read carefully the 
suggestion for 
further improvement in 
the gold star

4. Follow the steps in 
the 'how this can be 
achieved' box to help 
your learning 

5. Refer to the impact 
that it will have if you 
achieve mastery. 

6. At the end rate 
yourself out of 5 by 
ticking the circles 
inside the gold star 
showing your mastery 
of the suggestion


